Always consult with your advisor regarding “Teacher Preparation Program” admission requirements & graduation requirements.

You must register for BIO 1331 & BIO 1131 or BIO 1330 & Bio 1130 at the same time:
- Search for BIOLOGY courses in the registration system
- Check a BIO 1131 section that works with your schedule (do NOT press register - press ADD TO WORKSHEET)
- Check a BIO 1331 section that works with your schedule (do NOT press register - press ADD TO WORKSHEET)
- Press register/submit changes

If you selected open lecture and labs that work with your schedule, you should be able to register. If the courses are full or interfere with other courses in your schedule, you will receive an error message.

2.75 overall GPA required for admittance into the “Teacher Preparation Program.”

CHEM 1341 & CHEM 1342 may have a required study section.
To find out if your desired chemistry course has a lab, follow these steps:
- Locate the course in the schedule of classes
- Identify which section you would like to sign up for
- Click on the CRN number (looks like a link)
- Look directly below the course name – Is there a special note? IE) CHEM 1342, section 252 (CRN 33555) LECTURE 33555 MUST TAKE A FOLLOWING STUDY SESSION 33577, 33581, 33584, 33588

If your desired chemistry lecture section requires a study section, you will need to check two appropriate boxes to register for the lecture.

Note: The study section is sometimes called a lab in the registration system. Your are signed up for a lab only if CHEM 1141 or CHEM 1142 (whichever is appropriate) is listed on your schedule,. Not all chemistry lectures require a study section.